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Cast stainless steels (CASSs) have been extensively used for the large com-
ponents of light water reactor (LWR) power plants such as primary coolant
piping and pump casing. The thermal embrittlement of CASS components is
one of the most serious concerns related to the extended-term operation of
nuclear power plants. Many past researches have concluded that the forma-
tion of Cr-rich a¢-phase by Spinodal decomposition of d-ferrite phase is the
primary mechanism for the thermal embrittlement. Cracking mechanism in
the thermally-embrittled duplex stainless steels consists of the formation of
cleavage at ferrite and its propagation via separation of ferrite–austenite
interphase. This article intends to provide an introductory overview on the
thermal aging phenomena in LWR-relevant conditions. Firstly, the thermal
aging effect on toughness is discussed in terms of the cause of embrittlement
and influential parameters. An approximate analysis of thermal reaction
using Arrhenius equation was carried out to scope the aging temperatures for
the accelerated aging experiments to simulate the 60 and 80 years of services.
Further, an equilibrium precipitation calculation was performed for model
CASS alloys using the CALPHAD program, and the results are used to de-
scribe the precipitation behaviors in duplex stainless steels. These results are
also to be used to guide an on-going research aiming to provide knowledge-
based conclusive prediction for the integrity of the CASS components of LWR
power plants during the service life extended up to and beyond 60 years.

INTRODUCTION

Cast stainless steels (CASSs) are highly corro-
sion-resistant Fe-Cr-Ni alloys with mostly austen-
ite(c)–ferrite(d) duplex structure and have been
used for a variety of large components in nuclear
power plants, such as valve bodies, pump casings,
primary coolant piping, and elbows.1–9 The CASSs
are one of the most important alloy groups in light
water reactor (LWR) systems as only the casting
technologies, i.e., static and centrifugal castings,
enable the fabrication of such large components
with proper resistance to environmental attacks.
Many primary components experience both reactor
coolant and radiation environments exposing to
elevated temperatures, internal pressures, and cor-
rosive environments.1 Since a massive amount of
CASS components are installed in each modern
nuclear power plant, any significant degradation in
mechanical properties, static and dynamic fracture
toughnesses, for instance, of CASS components will

raise a serious concern on the integrity of entire
power plant. Upon the presumption that the
replacement cost of such massive components is
prohibitive, thorough scientific understanding and
systematic monitoring the thermal aging degrada-
tion of CASS components should therefore be essen-
tial requirements for assessing the plant safety.

Relatively few critical degradation modes of con-
cerns are expected within the current design life-
time of 40 years, given that the CASS components
have been processed properly.1–5 Further, there is
little concern for CASS components related to
general or localized corrosion, fatigue, flow-acceler-
ated corrosion, or wear for current lifetimes.1,8 On
the integrity of CASS components beyond the
current timeframe of 40 years, however, no conclu-
sive prediction can be made as currently no direct
experience with these materials exists. Further,
numerous aging experiments in the past have been
performed at or above 400�C to investigate
microstructural evolution and mechanical behaviors
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and to predict long-term CASS behaviors.2–7,10–22

However, such highly-accelerated aging treatment
above the operation temperature range is yet to be
thoroughly validated for simulation of the lower
temperature (�300�C) phenomena in the current
fleet of nuclear power plants.9

The current consensus might be that, although
the vast majority of the current nuclear power
plants are expected to be operational for extended
lifetimes of 60 years or potentially longer,1 the
behaviors of CASS alloys during such prolonged
periods have remained largely unknown. Therefore,
an assessment of property degradation during such
long-term thermal aging is believed to be essential
for extended-term services because a rupture of the
primary pressure boundary could lead to a severe
loss-of-coolant accident and possible exposure of the
public to radiation.23 This article is intended to
provide an overview summary on the current
understanding of thermal aging phenomena. Dis-
cussion will be made by combining the results of
past and on-going studies.

CAST DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
AND THERMAL EMBRITTLEMENT

Cast Austenitic–Ferritic Stainless Steels

A variety of cast stainless steels have been used in
nuclear power plants as reactor models, and mate-
rial selections have evolved with the time of con-
struction. The CASS alloys are typically graded by
their chemistries and microstructural con-
stituents,24–26 and the most common CASSs used
in nuclear power plants are the duplex austeni-
tic(c)–ferritic(d) alloys, which include the CF family
of cast grades with normally �19% Cr and �10% Ni.
In the CASS grades, the main alloy elements, i.e.,
Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn, Si and C, and cooling rate ultimately
determine their microstructure, in particular, the
volume fractions of ferrite (d) and austenite (c)
phases. The nuclear grade CASS alloys, CF3 and
CF3M, for example, contain 3–30% ferrite in the
austenite matrix; some CF8 alloys contain only
about 10% ferrite in volume while the CF3 alloys
typically have higher amount of ferrite, 10–20%.
The amount of ferrite is a critical factor in the
mechanical properties as well as in the aging
process, as higher aging degradation is usually
associated with high ferrite content, in particular
with >20% ferrite where a near-complete network
of ferrite can be achieved.3,27,28

More ferrite content generally leads to a higher
tensile strength due to its intrinsic strength and
more precipitates, while the austenite phase usually
has higher ductility and less precipitates. The most
common alloys in nuclear power plants include the
A351-CF3 and A351-CF8 series of alloys with CF3,
CF3A, CF3M, CF8, CF8A, and CF8M being the
most prominent variants:1–9 Typical nuclear power
plants have been using CF8A, CF8M, and CPF3M
for their reactor coolant and auxiliary system piping

(note: A-anneal, M-molybdenum-doped, and P-pip-
ing). Many reactor coolant pump casings are made
of grade CF8, CF8A, or CF8M CASSs. Reactor
coolant valve bodies and fittings often use CF8A or
CF8M. In later construction applications and
replacements, the CF3s with lower carbon content
(<0.03%) have been used rather than CF8s
(C< 0.08%). This is because lower carbon content
is favored for forming less d-ferrite and fewer
carbide particles at boundaries and interfaces.
Table I lists the chemistries of four common CASS
alloys, which are also used as model alloys in the on-
going research.8 Primarily controlled chemical ele-
ments in the CASSs are carbon and molybdenum;
CF3 and CF3M have lower carbon contents
<0.08 wt.% and CF3M and CF8M are alloyed with
2–3 wt.% Mo.

A typical duplex ferrite–austenite microstructure
taken with SEM and five SEM–EDS maps for key
alloy elements are displayed in Fig. 1. These images
are from a CF3 model alloy block containing
15 vol.% d-ferrite and 85 vol.% austenite phases.
This c–d duplex structure is formed during cooling:
the melt phase solidifies to a d-ferritic grain struc-
ture and then the majority of the body-centered
cubic (bcc) ferrite transforms to the face-centered
cubic (fcc) austenite during cooling. Since only
minor part of the d-ferrite is retained around the
austenite grain boundaries after cooling, many of
the ferrite islands are small and round or long and
narrow at low volume fractions of<�10% and the
ferrite area become a well-connected network as its
volume fraction increases above �20%. It is also a
common observation that the shape of ferrite phase
and its volume fraction vary significantly with
sampling location in an ingot.

The EDS maps in Fig. 1, in which brighter colors
indicate higher elemental contents, show elemental
partitioning between austenite and ferrite phases;
the ferrite stabilizers (Fe, Cr, and Mo) are enriched
in ferrite while Ni favors the austenite phase.
Although silicone seems to be only slightly enriched
in ferrite, higher silicon content should result in
higher ferrite amount in the duplex structure. As
will be discussed later, along with the crystallo-
graphic difference, i.e., bcc versus fcc, the elemental
partitioning leads to a significant difference in
precipitation behaviors between the two constituent
phases during thermal aging.

Mechanical Property Degradation

Typically, the thermal aging of a cast stainless
steel can cause a mild change in strength, decrease
in ductility and fracture toughness, and a positive
ductile–brittle transition temperature shift
(DDBTT). Since much of the hardening due to the
formation of various fine precipitates can be com-
pensated by the softening effect from thermal
relaxation and d-phase decomposition, strength
change is relatively less profound than those of
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Fig. 1. A SEM image (a) and SEM–EDS maps (b–f) of CF3 alloy showing austenite-ferrite duplex microstructure and elemental partitioning. Note
that this imaged area contains 15% ferrite and 85% austenite phases, and that brighter colors indicate higher elemental contents in the EDS
maps.

Table I. Chemistries of model cast stainless steels (and their wrought equivalents) and ASTM specification26

in wt.% or ppm (for P, C, S, and N) and their ferrite mole fraction data

Grade Fe Cr Ni Mn Mo Si Cu Co P C S N Mol.%

CF3 (304L) Bal. 19.2 8.1 1.44 0.34 0.99 0.41 0.18 290 262 324 1020 7.7
(Specification) 17–21 8–12 <1.5 <1.5 <400 <300 <400
CF3M (316L) Bal. 19.3 9.8 1.14 2.30 1.22 0.28 0.15 330 284 253 838 11.8
(Specification) 17–22 9–13 <1.5 2–3 <1.5 <400 <300 <400 1000–2000
CF8 (304) Bal. 18.7 8.9 1.10 0.29 1.27 0.29 0.15 260 665 376 606 6.9
(Specification) 18–21 8–11 <1.5 <2 <400 <800 <400
CF8M (316) Bal. 18.5 10.4 0.65 2.33 1.02 0.33 0.17 310 433 243 1020 12.3
(Specification) 18–21 9–12 <1.5 2–3 <2 <400 <800 <400
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ductility and toughness.3 The biggest concern for an
extended-term service has been their susceptibility
to the thermal aging-induced embrittlement at
reactor operating temperatures ranging from
280�C to 340�C. Therefore, the vast majority of past
researches have focused on the reduction of crack or
notch toughness in CASS components.1–9

Earlier investigations performed in Argonne
National Laboratory have suggested that the ther-
mal embrittlement can occur in cast stainless steel
components during the common reactor design
lifetime of 40 years.2–7,9 However, a complete
embrittlement (or zero ductility) above room tem-
perature has not been observed in the thermally
aged CASS alloys for LWR conditions. Many past
studies have been carried out at temperatures
higher than the common operating temperature
range, i.e., in accelerated aging conditions, to obtain
detectable property change within short time peri-
ods,2–7,10–22 and it has become customary to simu-
late the microstructural processes in aging during
service by aging at 400�C.10–22 However, as a
variety of aging mechanisms are found to strongly
depend on aging temperature, we need to be con-
scious on the relevance of those accelerated aging
experiments to the actual service conditions in LWR
power plants. The standard impact test data dis-
played in Fig. 2 confirm that the effect of aging on
impact energy is highly sensitive to aging temper-
ature. This dataset after a relatively short aging for
1500 h also demonstrates that the toughness degra-
dation, measured by the shift of DBTT and decrease
of upper shelf energy (USE), occurs in early aging:
the 400�C aging case has experienced a significant
DBTT increase of �100�C and a USE reduction of
�80 J.

Mechanism of Thermal Embrittlement
and Influential Factors

As in any commercial steels, it is expected that
the degree of aging embrittlement in CASS alloys
depends on the grades and heats of the materials.
As summarized in the latest reports,2–7,9 the low-
carbon CF3 steels were generally more resistant to
the thermal embrittlement than other alloys, while
the Mo–bearing, high-carbon CF8M steels are
among the least embrittlement-resistant alloys.
Primary brittle fracture mechanisms observed in
the thermally embrittled duplex stainless steels
were the cleavage of ferrite and the separation of
the ferrite/austenite phase boundary.2–7 Indeed, the
embrittlement is caused by thermally-induced
changes in microstructure. For cast stainless steels,
the main microstructural mechanisms of thermal
aging at<500�C are associated with the precipita-
tion of additional phases in the ferrite: (a) formation
of a Cr-rich a¢-phase through Spinodal decomposi-
tion, (b) precipitation of a G-phase (Ni, Si-rich) and
M23C6 carbide, and (c) additional precipitation and/
or growth of existing carbides and nitrides at the
ferrite/austenite phase boundaries.2–9,13,17,19,29–36

In the austenite matrix phase, thermal aging
induces various precipitations but usually causes a
negligible to moderate effect on the mechanical
properties of the phase.3–7 The effect on toughness,
in particular, is less pronounced in the austenitic
phase. This is not only because precipitation kinet-
ics is relatively slow in austenite but also because
the austenite itself retains enough ductility with
precipitates and the property change. In contrast,
the formation of Cr-rich a¢ phase and Fe-rich a-
phase by Spinodal decomposition of the ferrite (d)
phase is known to be the primary mechanism for
thermal embrittlement.2–7,9,29 The a¢-phase parti-
cles can harden the ferrite matrix but reduce the
capability of plastic deformation before final frac-
ture as well as the cracking resistance in ferrite. In
a ferritic/austenite duplex structure, the ferrite
with extra hardening may fail in brittle mode but
the surrounding austenite can provide some ductil-
ity. A highly embrittled case can be observed with a
high contiguity of ferrite phase or with high ferrite
content.2–7 Further, the ferrite/austenite phase
boundary provides an easy path for crack propaga-
tion in high-C or high-N steels because of the
excessive carbides or nitrides formed at bound-
aries.2–4 The decrease in room temperature (RT)
Charpy impact energy by thermal aging at 400�C
indicated that the RT impact energy reaches a
minimum saturated value.4–7 The actual value of
the saturated RT impact energy for a specific cast
stainless steel is independent of aging temperature
but depends strongly on the chemical composition of
the steel: it is lower for the Mo-bearing CF8M steels
than for the Mo-free CF3 or CF8 steels, and
decreases with ferrite content and the concentration
of C or N.

Fig. 2. Aging temperature dependence of Charpy impact energy in
CF3 alloy after aging for 1500 h.
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The aging time at 400�C measured at the same
reduction of impact energy in different heats varied
by more than two orders of magnitude.2–7 In
general, an aging mechanism with high activation
energy can cause fast embrittlement, and the
materials with the same chemical composition but
different processing routes show different kinetics
of embrittlement.6 The cast stainless steels with low
activation energy and slow embrittlement at 400�C
show G-phase precipitation after aging, and steels
with high activation energy and fast embrittlement
at 400�C do not contain G-phase.2–7,29 The primary
embrittlement mechanism, the Spinodal decompo-
sition of ferrite, should have higher activation
energy because of the short range and fast charac-
teristics of the process.3,7,17,19,31,32,35 The strength-
ening in ferrite is caused primarily by Spinodal
decomposition of ferrite to form the Cr-rich a¢-phase,
and consequently the kinetics of thermal embrittle-
ment should be primarily controlled by the size and
spacing of the a¢-phase.

Except for the material conditions, the aging
temperature should be the most determining
parameter for the kinetics of thermal embrittle-
ment, as indicated in Fig. 2. As discussed above, the
aging embrittlement depends on many materials
and environmental parameters, including chem-
istry, processing condition, aging temperature, and
irradiation condition.1–7,37–40 Practically, the wide
range of impact energy data influenced by the
parameters mentioned above may not allow an
integration into single figure in a discernible way.
Instead, a schematic illustration was constructed to
express a summary of the reviewed context above:
Fig. 3 illustrates the general degradation in tough-
ness using the Charpy impact energy at room
temperature. Among the parameters, the ferrite
fraction and alloy elements (Cr, Si, C, and N) are
materials internal parameters while aging temper-
ature and irradiation are external ones, all of which
commonly reduce the absorbed energy. Other major
elements in CASSs, such as Ni, Mo, and Mn, also
accelerate or decelerate the embrittlement process
depending on the alloy,4 which are not displayed in
the figure. It is also well known that thermal aging
has a synergistic effect with irradiation when the
CASS components are used in or near a reactor.37–40

The effect is included in Fig. 3 although no detailed
discussion is provided in this article. Finally, the
lowest impact energy from the embrittled steels is
set at 20 J but may vary with alloys.

SCOPING CALCULATION FOR
ACCELERATED AGING

Since it is practically not possible to pursue a real-
time aging experiment for the extended life time of
60 years or more, accelerated aging experiments
have been carried out for much shorter periods, e.g.,
3 years. A key principle in choosing the aging
temperature and time should be that the aging

mechanisms at the elevated temperatures must not
differ from those found in the CASS service tem-
perature range of 280–340�C. A low risk approach
might be to choose an accelerated aging tempera-
ture as close to the service temperature as possible;
however, the aging time should be reasonably short.
In this section, a calculation based on a simple
thermal activation model is performed to approxi-
mately scope the temperature and time for the
accelerated aging treatments.

In scoping analysis, the thermal activation energy
is the key parameter for using the common activa-
tion model of an Arrhenius-type equation. The
activation energies obtained for the CF3, CF8, and
CF8M alloys from impact energy changes were in a
wide range of 75–250 kJ/mol, which agreed with the
values from the plot of G-phase volume fraction.7

However, even if the same microstructural mecha-
nisms occur in both the service and the accelerated
aging experiment, the relative contributions of
those mechanisms will change with temperature
and thus the mechanism-averaged activation
energy should vary with aging temperature. There-
fore, a measurement of apparent activation energy
based on the physical property should be considered
as the average of multiple activation energies
corresponding to multiple mechanisms. Indeed, the
activation energy for thermal embrittlement is not
constant over the interested aging temperature
range of 290–450�C.2–7 It should be known that a
complete embrittlement of CASSs cannot occur or
the degradation progresses very slowly in the
reactor operating temperature range. With multiple
microstructural processes in play, therefore, an
extrapolation of data obtained for high tempera-
tures ‡400�C to predict the extent of thermal
embrittlement at reactor temperatures (�300�C)
cannot be easily justified. The following thermal
activation analysis will be based on the assumption

Fig. 3. Schematic of embrittlement process, i.e., the dependence of
impact energy versus aging time curve on various variables.
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that the activation energy for thermal embrittle-
ment can be represented by an average value in the
temperature range of 290–400�C.3,7

In addition, the activation energy (Q) measured
by a specific mechanical property change, such as
the increase of hardness or decrease of toughness,
may not accurately represent the microstructural
progresses in CASSs, because those macroscopic
properties can include both negative and positive
effects from the detailed aging processes. Some
precipitation mechanisms may soften the phase,
which generally helps increase fracture toughness,
but provide new crack initiation sites and help
lowering toughness value. For instance, some
Charpy-impact datasets yielded activation energies
in the range of 75–100 kJ/mol, which is well below
the value of �240 kJ/mol for chromium bulk diffu-
sion, which has been assumed to be rate-controlling
in the low-temperature decomposition of the ferritic
phase7,41 The activation energies for the diffusion of
metallic elements in the ferrite phase are in the
range of 210–250 kJ/mol.41,42 This Q-range should
approximately represent the Spinodal decomposi-
tion process to form a¢ and a phases in various
conditions. It has also been shown that the activa-
tion energies measured for the Spinodal decompo-
sition and G-phase precipitation were very similar,
and a value of 243 ± 80 kJ/mol was obtained for
both mechanisms.39

Recognizing that the aforementioned complexities
can lead to significant uncertainties in determining
accelerated aging temperatures, a calculation has
been performed for a wide range of activation
energy, 100–300 kJ/mol, to take into account possi-
ble variations in aging mechanisms within the
aging temperature range.3,6,7,39 To calculate the
aging time t(T) in an accelerated aging experiment
at an elevated temperature T, the Arrhenius-type
equation is used:7

tðTÞ ¼ t0 eQ=RT=eQ=RT0

h i
ð1Þ

where t0 and T0 are the time and temperature for
service lifetime, respectively, and Q is the activation
energy (in kJ/mol) and R the gas constant
(8.314 J/mol K). The t0 was set at 60 years or
80 years and T0 at 300�C.

Figure 4a and b displays the aging time versus
aging temperature curves in semi-log coordinates
for the accelerated aging experiments to simulate,
respectively, 60 years and 80 years of services. First
of all, these data state that the temperature depen-
dence of aging time varies widely with activation
energy. For a mechanism with the activation energy
of 250 kJ/mol, for example, a CASS needs to be aged
at about 328�C, a 28�C increase from the represen-
tative service temperature (300�C), to complete the
simulated aging for a service of 60 years in 5 years.
For the same degree of effect, aging at about 377�C
for 5 years is needed for the mechanism with an

activation energy of 100 kJ/mol. A rectangular band
marked at 5 years is to range the aging temperature
for the aging mechanisms caused by the diffusion of
metallic elements: �330 ± 5�C is the aging temper-
ature range for 210–280 kJ/mol. It is easily seen in
Fig. 4b, which simulates an 80-year service at
300�C, that these aging temperatures are shifted
by less than +5�C from those in Fig. 4a; the aging at
�335 ± 5�C for 5 years simulates the 80-year ser-
vice as indicated at the middle of the rectangular
band. For an accelerated aging experiment, there-
fore, the lowest aging temperature should be
�330�C to achieve the reasonable degradation level
representing 60 years and 80 years in a 5-year time
frame.

Fig. 4. Semi-log plots of aging time versus aging temperature data
for different activation energies. The rectangular bars indicate aging
temperature ranges for accelerated (higher temperature) aging
treatments to simulate (a) 60- and (b) 80-year operations at 300�C,
respectively.
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THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATION
OF PRECIPITATION BEHAVIOR

Precipitation processes in cast stainless steels will
be slow at temperatures £400�C and are predicted to
not reach a complete equilibrium in the design life of
LWRs. Preliminary kinetics calculation and
mechanical test data, however, indicated that an
equilibrium calculation can approximately predict
the microstructural status that a long-term thermal
aging can produce, except for the intermediate
phases existing for a limited period. In this
research, an extended equilibrium calculation was
carried out for the model alloys (CF3, CF3M, CF8
and CF8M) using the CALPHAD method with
database and software options of OCTANT and
PANDAT.43–45 This calculation was intended to
obtain the equilibrium precipitation data that can
also provide baseline information for guiding fur-
ther investigations on aging phenomena. In the
calculation, only the major alloy elements, Fr, Cr,
Ni, Mo, and Si, and key trace elements, C and N,
were taken into account. For each alloy, a two-step
calculation was conducted to obtain phase equilib-
rium data under the assumption of thermodynamic
equilibrium conditions. The first step was to gener-
ate data on phase fraction versus temperature from
1600�C to 1200�C, which approximately simulates
the melting and cooling in the casting process. Since
the optical microscopy data were provided for the
amount of ferrite phase, the result of the first step
calculation was used to determine the chemical
compositions of the austenite and ferrite phases at
the moment when the specified (i.e., measured)
amount of ferrite was formed during casting. The
second step was to calculate the precipitate phase
fraction versus temperature in the temperature
range of 250–450�C for both the austenite and
ferrite phases using the composition data from the
first step. The calculation was performed under the
assumption that no austenite–ferrite transforma-
tion occurs in the aging temperature range,
although significant phase changes occur in the
form of precipitation within respective phases.

Figures 5 and 6 display the calculation results for
equilibrium precipitates in austenite and d-ferrite,
where the mole fractions of precipitate phases in
CASSs are given as functions of the aging temper-
ature. Multiple known phases were predicted to
precipitate in the duplex-phase structure in equi-
librium condition. It is noted that the major precip-
itates, r and a¢ phases, are dominantly formed in
austenite and ferrite, respectively, while other
minor phases are formed commonly in both matrix
phases. That is, the equilibrium precipitates formed
in austenite (Fig. 5) are r-phase, G-phase, chro-
mium nitride (Cr2N), Laves (g) phase, M23C6 car-
bide, and p-phase, while those in ferrite (Fig. 6) are
a¢-phase (Spinodal decomposition product), G-phase,
Laves (g) phase, chromium nitride (Cr2N), M23C6

carbide, and p-phase. The discussion below focuses
on the temperature and composition dependences of
equilibrium precipitation in the respective phases.

It is worth noting that there are other precipitates
that may form in CASSs but at a very low rate.
These minor phases include M6C carbide, v-phase,
and R-phase. The M6C precipitate is a diamond-type
fcc carbide and is not very common in austenitic
stainless steels as it only forms in certain

Fig. 5. Precipitation behavior in austenite (c) phase of CASS mate-
rials: the mole fraction data indicate strong dependence on chemistry
and aging temperature. Note that the equilibrium amount of r-phase
precipitation might be almost irrelevant to the actual aging behavior
in LWR conditions as its formation kinetics is very slow.

Fig. 6. Precipitation behavior in d-ferrite phase of CASS materials:
the mole fraction data indicate strong dependence on chemistry and
aging temperature.
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compositions.30,31 The chi (v) phase is a bcc crystal
that is typically considered as a carbon-dissolving
compound that behaves as either an M18C carbide or
an intermetallic. A typical composition is
Fe36Cr12Mo10 and the metallic contents are highly
exchangeable.29,34 The R-phase is a Mo-rich inter-
metallic phase with a trigonal crystal structure
formed in the ferrite phase of duplex stainless steels
or in the grain boundaries.34 Since it is known that
these precipitates become practically detectable only
at temperatures >500�C,31 their existence was
ignored in the calculation and discussion below.

Precipitates in the Austenite (c) Phase

The major equilibrium precipitates in austenite
are r, G, and Laves phases, although practically the
formation of the sigma (r) phase at low temperature
is assumed to be negligible due to its slow formation
kinetics.29,34,46,47 The sigma (r) phase is a well-
known intermetallic precipitate in Fe-Cr material
systems often associated with embrittlement. The r-
phase is a tetragonal crystal composed of (Cr,Mo)x
(Ni,Fe)y, forming always at high-energy interfaces
such as triple junction points, grain boundaries, and
twin boundaries, and intragranularly at oxide inclu-
sions.47 There is some evidence that the r-phase
precipitates only form on previous M23C6 sites or
grow where M23C6 precipitates are dissolving.27 This
CALPHAD calculation predicted that a large amount
of r-phase (>20%) would be formed in equilibrium
and that its mole fraction does not significantly vary
with aging temperature and compositional variation
in the four alloys, as seen in Fig. 5. Kinetics calcula-
tion has predicted, however, that the formation
process of r-phase is much slower than those of the
other phases.31,46 In a definite time, therefore, the
mole fraction of the phase will be very small. This
assumption is normally held valid because the nucle-
ation site of sigma is a grain boundary or grain corner
that requires a long diffusion distance and fast
diffusion rate. Such sluggish formation of the r-
phase suggests that the total amount of precipitates
in the austenite matrix after a practical term of aging
will be less than that in the d-ferrite, as mole fractions
for other types of precipitate are small in austenite.

More G-phase can be formed at lower tempera-
tures in the simulated range of 250–450�C and the
mole fraction decreases linearly with temperature.
Its mole fraction was 2–5% at 290�C and became
close to zero at slightly above 360–400�C, depending
on the alloy. It appears that the two alloys with
relatively low N contents, CF3M and CF8, have
formed higher amounts of G-phase, while the lowest
amount of G-phase was predicted for the CF8M
alloy. G-phase is a Mn-Ni-Si-rich fcc intermetallic
phase with a complex composition.29,34,48 Carbon is
also known to enhance G-phase precipitation. Over-
all, the G-phase in austenite appears not to be a
significant contributor to hardening and loss of
toughness in the bulk duplex structure.

Relatively large amounts (�4%) of Laves (g) phase
were predicted to form in the austenite phase of
CF3M and CF8M alloys containing high Mo con-
tents (2.3 wt.%), while negligible amounts of g-
phase are formed in the other two alloys. The
histograms for the mole fraction of g-phase show
that the g-precipitation depends slightly on aging
temperature. The Laves (g) phase particles are
hexagonal crystals that are composed of Fe2Mo in
many molybdenum-containing alloys. The Laves
phase is often found as small equiaxed particles
intragranularly, and occasionally found on the grain
boundaries.34,37 Usually, the Laves phases are
considered detrimental to ductility and fracture
toughness, although its actual contribution will be
insignificant due to the low mole fraction.

As in many steels, the most common high number
density precipitate in CASSs is the M23C6 carbide,
where the metal atom (M) is most likely to be
chromium.29,34 The calculation result shows that
this type of carbide forms in all four model alloys
and that the mole fraction is nearly temperature
independent. As the carbon supply is limited, the
amount of M23C6 is mainly determined by C con-
tent. The lattice parameters of fcc M23C6 tend to
increase with aging temperature and time, reflect-
ing the increase of molybdenum content in car-
bide.31 The M23C6 carbides tend to precipitate at
grain boundaries, twin boundaries, and even intra-
granularly. It is also known that cold working
causes the M23C6 precipitates to form at deforma-
tion bands and grain boundaries.29

The simpler form of nitride, Cr2N, precipitates in
all alloys with little temperature effect, except that
no Cr2N is formed at 290�C in Mo-containing alloys
(i.e., CF3M and CF8M). Another form of nitride
formed is the p-phase, which is a complex nitride
form of Cr12.8(Fe,Ni)7.2N4. This form of nitride has
been found to precipitate intragranularly in the
ferrite phase of duplex stainless steel or in Mn-
bearing austenitic stainless steel.34 It has been
shown that the mole fraction of the p-phase is
retained at more or less 2% up to about 300�C and
then the phase disappears at higher temperatures.
No p-phase is predicted at about 350�C or higher.

Precipitates in the Ferrite (d) Phase

The major precipitate phase in ferrite is the alpha
prime phase (a¢) followed by the G-phase and Laves
phases. Figure 6 shows that the a¢-precipitates with
a high mole fraction of at least 15% is predicted to
form in the d-ferrite phase of the model alloys. A
comparison indicates that the mole fraction in each
alloy decreases with aging temperature and a
relatively lower amount of martensite is formed in
the CF8M alloy. The formation of a Cr-rich a¢-phase
in high-Cr ferrite has been treated as a key
microstructural progress due to its role in the
embrittlement mechanism. It is well known that
the thermal aging embrittlement of CASS at
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temperatures below about 400�C arises primarily as
a consequence of a thermally activated separation of
chromium by short-range diffusion in the Fe-Cr
solid solution of the d-ferrite phase, resulting in the
formation of an iron-rich a phase and a chromium-
rich a¢ phase.1–7,29,34 At temperatures<400�C, this
process, i.e., Spinodal decomposition, occurs more
actively in d-ferrite and with high chromium con-
tents (>�23%). The a¢-phase may also form by
nucleation and growth, particularly at temperatures
>400�C, but can also contribute at lower tempera-
tures depending on the precise combination of
chromium content and temperature e.g.<�26%Cr
at 400�C and<�23%Cr at 300�C.33,34 An oscillation
in the resulting Cr distribution has been observed
by high-resolution microscopy techniques with
wavelength (in order of nanometers) and amplitude
increasing with aging time and temperature.29–36

The effect notably increases with the Cr and Mo
contents of the ferrite phase, and, consequently,
CF8M is less resistant to aging than CF8 or CF3
without Mo.1–7 The formation of a brittle a¢-phase
from d-ferrite is enhanced by other alloying ele-
ments such as silicon which, together with Cr and
Mo, can be represented by the chrome equivalent.

The G-phase is the second common phase in
ferrite as its mole fraction is retained about 5% or
higher at 400�C after a slight decrease from 6% to
8% at 290�C. This indicates that the amount of G-
phase in bcc ferrite is not sensitive to the temper-
ature; furthermore, its dependence on alloy compo-
sition appears to be negligible. If compared to the
amounts in austenite, 0–5%, more G-phase precip-
itates in the d-ferrite and at the ferrite–austenite
interfaces. It is also noted that the formation of G-
phase is more sensitive to temperature in austenite
than that in ferrite. The formation of Ni, Si, Mo rich
G-phase can reach up to 12% by volume in CASSs.
Although the a¢-phase is most likely the prime cause
for embrittlement in the duplex CASSs, it is
believed to aggravate property degradation, as
tensile embrittlement solely due to G-phase precip-
itation has been reported for a single ferrite phase.48

This study also reported the G-phase precipitation
in a single bcc phase specimen without prior
Spinodal decomposition.

Significant amounts of Laves (g) phase (�7%)
were predicted to form in the CF3M and CF8M
alloys with high Mo contents (2.3 wt.%), while less
than 1% forms in the other two alloys (Fig. 6). Since
the g-phase is an hcp intermetallics with a nominal
chemistry of Fe2Mo, a larger amount can form in the
ferrite phase where both Fe and Mo concen-
trate.29–34 Commonly observed in austenite and
ferrite phases, the Laves phase is mainly present in
the Mo-doped CF3M and CF8M alloys. Little tem-
perature effect has been observed in the mole
fraction of g-phase.

As seen in Fig. 6, all the carbides and nitrides
formed in austenite, i.e., M23C6, Cr2N, and p-phase
(Cr12.8(Fe,Ni)7.2N4), also precipitate in the ferrite

phase, although those exist commonly in small or
negligible amounts. It is worth noting that total
mole fractions of equilibrium precipitations in fer-
rite and austenite are quite similar despite the
smaller amounts of these minor phases formed in
the ferrite phase. As the carbide and nitride parti-
cles tend to precipitate at high energy sites, such as
grain boundaries and interfaces where cracks often
initiate and propagate, these minor precipitates
should have more influence in the cracking process
than their larger fractions represent.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

As the past studies indicate, the formation of Cr-
rich a¢-phase by Spinodal decomposition of d-ferrite
phase is the primary mechanism of thermal embrit-
tlement in cast stainless steels as cracking starts
from the decomposed ferrite. It is also known that
the smaller carbides and nitrides precipitated at
interfaces and grain boundaries provide easier
paths for crack propagation. The degree of such
embrittlement, however, cannot be conclusively
predicted for the extended use of CASS components
beyond the current design lifetime, mainly because
there is no direct experience over 40 years and
because the majority of simulation studies have
been accelerated aging experiments at 400�C. The
result of thermal activation calculations predicted
that a 5-year thermal aging at 330–340�C can
simulate the 300�C aging phenomena in the
extended service for 60 years and 80 years. On the
other hand, the equilibrium calculation results and
impact energy data displayed significant aging-
temperature-dependence in precipitation behavior
and toughness reduction rate in thermal aging.
Therefore, the predictability of accelerated aging
experiments for assessment of CASS components for
extended services is still considered inconclusive.
Detailed research needs to confirm that the funda-
mental mechanisms of microstructural evolution
and associated fracture mechanisms are unchanged
over the temperature range, including both service
temperatures and accelerated aging temperatures
An ultimate goal of the further study should be to
provide a knowledge-based conclusive prediction for
the integrity of the CASS components in LWR
systems during the service life extended up to and
beyond 60 years.
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